
VNPT SMART RPA
Robotic Process Automation
Artifical Inteligence
As a combination of RPA (Process Automation) and AI (Artificial 

Intelligence), VNPT Smart RPA has the ability to automatically 

listen, speak, read, write and identify in a smart way; help 

organizations increase labor productivity, reduce risks related to 

human and create new business models.



OUR VALUES

Minimize risks while working

With VNPT SMART RPA, we always bring 

the best values to our clients

Increase labor productivity of enterprises

High operating accuracy

Save time and operating costs

OUR TECHNOLOGY
VNPT SMART RPA is developed based on the 

most advanced technologies in the world

Artificial Intelligence
(AI) RPA Technology

OCR Technology NPL Technology



Digitize on every touch point

EXCEPTIONAL FEATURES

Store and
manage documents01

No more worry of lost documents, reduce 

documents search time

Apply advanced and user-friendly data management 

technology, VNPT SMART RPA helps you manage documents 

and public services in the enterprise. organization. Your 

documents will be managed and archived in a scientific, 

friendly and easy-to-use way.

Digitalized documents02
Minimize input time, increase work efficiency

With OCR (Optical Character Recognition) technology, your 

documents will be converted to editable text, quickly and 

accurately



Digitize on every touch point

EXCEPTIONAL FEATURES

Extract documents
information automatically03

Replace human in repetitive, normative tasks

With RPA (Robotic Automation Process) technology 

combined with Artificial Intelligence (Artificail Inteligence), 

information field input tasks with rules will be machine 

learning and performed on behalf of humans. guarantee 

high speed and accuracy

Grammars check04
Minimize errors to the minimum

Apply NLP (Natural Language Processing) technology and 

interpolation method, VNPT SMART RPA can check grammar, 

spelling errors in text to warn and correct for users.



AND MORE...

BANKING FINANCE INSURANCE HEALTHCARE

PRODUCTION RETAILSTELECOMMUNICATION

VNPT SMART RPA Leading Innovations



AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE24/7 SUPPORT EASILY INTEGRATED

55 3000+ 100+

WHY CHOOSE US
The leading information technology provider in Vietnam



Email

Contact_dx@vnpt.vn

Địa chỉ

VNPT Tower

57 Huynh Thuc Khang Str,

Dong Da District, Ha Noi, Vietnam

Website

https://vnpt.com.vn/

Hotline

088.956.1166

Website Smart RPA

https://smartrpa.vnpt.vn


